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The arithmetic function r&k (n) counts the number of ways to write a natural num-
ber n as the difference of two kth powers (k2 fixed). The investigation of the
asymptotic behaviour of the Dirichlet summatory function of r&k (n) leads in a
natural way to a certain error term 2&k (t). In this article we prove an asymptotic
formula for the mean-square of 2&k (t).  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a fixed natural number k2, we consider the arithmetic functions
r\k (n) which count the number of ways to write the positive integer n as the
sum, respectively, the difference of the kth powers of two integers taken
absolutely:
r\k (n)=*[(u1, u2) # Z
2 : |u1 |k\|u2 |k=n] .
To study the average order of these arithmetic functions, we are interested
in asymptotic formulas for the sums
T \k (x)= :
1nx
r\k (n) ,
where x is a large real variable. For the special case k=2, Gau? proved
that
T +2 (x)=?x+P2(x) ,
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with P2(x)<<x12. The function r&2 (n) is closely related to the classical
divisor function d(n), by the elementary formula
r&2 (n)=2d(n)&4d \n2++4d \
n
4+ , (1.1)
due to Sierpinski [23], where d(n) denotes the number of positive divisors
of n # N and d( } )=0 for non-integers. The question of the exact order of
P2(x), resp. of 2(x) in the asymptotic expansion of
D(x)= :
1nx
d(n)=x log x+(2#&1) x+2(x)
(# the Euler-Mascheroni constant), is called the circle problem of Gau?,
resp. the divisor problem of Dirichlet. For an exposition of their history,
see, e.g., the textbook of Kra tzel [11]. At present the sharpest upper
bounds read
P2(x)=O(x2373(log x)315146) , 2(x)=O(x2373(log x)461146) , (1.2a,b)
due to Huxley [8, 9]. In the opposite direction the best results to date are
P2(x)={
0&((x log x)14 (loglog x) (log2)4
exp(&c1 - loglog log x)) (c1>0)
0+(x14 exp(c2(loglog x)14 (log loglog x)&34)) (c2>0) ,
and
2(x)={
0&(x14 exp(c3(loglog x)14 (log loglog x)&34)) (c3>0) ,
0+((x log x)14 (log log x) (3+log4)4 (1.3)
exp(&c4 - loglog log x)) (c4>0),
due to Hafner [5], and Corra di and Ka tai [2], respectively. They refined
earlier work of Hardy [6, 7] resp. Gangadharan [3]. It is usually conjec-
tured that
inf[% # R :P2(x)<<% x%]=inf[% # R :2(x)<<% x%]= 14 .




























due to Ka tai [10], respectively Preissmann [22].
From (1.1), it is clear that
T&2 (x)=x log x+(2#&1) x+22(x) ,
where 22(x) satisfies the estimate (1.2b). Concerning lower estimates, the
author [15, 16] proved on the basis of formula (1.1) 0\ estimates for
22(x) which are as sharp as (1.3).











3&1k?&1&1kk1k1 \1+1k+ , F\k (t)= :

n=1
n&1&1k sin \2?nt ?2k+ .
A thorough account on the history (which goes back until van der Corput
[25]) and the diverse aspects of this problem can be found in Kra tzel’s
textbook [11]. Using Huxley’s deep method in its sharpest form, Kuba
[14] proved that the new error term 2+k (t) again satisfies the estimate






due to Nowak [20] and Nowak, Schoissengeiger, Wooley and the author
[17]. Quite recently, on the basis of Nowak’s [19] method, the author was











|(a, b)|q=|(c, d )|q
a, b, c, d # N
(abcd)&1+q2 |(a, b)| &2q+1q ,
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where




and |k is a small positive constant depending on k.
For k3 the asymptotic formula for T &k (t
k) (t large) was established by
















Nowak [18] proved that the error term 2&k (t) again satisfies the estimate
(1.2a). Combining an inequality due to Vaaler [24] with some delicate
exponential sum techniques, Nowak [21] proved that
2&k (t)=0+ (t






2 dt<<X 2 . (1.8)
It appears as a natural question if a similar result holds for the mean-
square of the error term connected with the arithmetic function r&k (n).













satisfy a functional equation. In the case k3 such a handy functional










We remark that the result is less precise than (1.6), since the remainder
term 2&k (t) appears as a sum of two different fractional part sums.
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Notation. For any fixed natural number k let q be defined by
1k+1q=1, i.e., q=k(k&1). For natural numbers u, v with u>v, let
Vq(u, v)=(uq&vq )1q .














: (abcd)&1+q2 Vq(a, b)&2q+1, (1.9)
where the sum is taken over all a, b, c, d # N with a>b, c>d and Vq(a, b)=
Vq(c, d).
Remark. The convergence of the above series will be a by-product of
our proof: see (3.16) ff.
2. SOME LEMMAS












{ \ hH+1+ ,
where
{(x)=?x(1&x) cot(?x)+x for 0<x<1.












Lemma 2. Let f (w) be a real-valued function with continuous derivatives
up to the fourth order on the interval [A, B]. Let L and U be real
parameters not less than 1 such that B&A  L,
f ( j)(w)<<UL1&j for w # [A, B], j=1, 2, 3, 4,
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and, for some C>0,
f "(w)CUL&1 for w # [A, B] .
Suppose that f $(A) and f $(B) are integers, and denote by , the inverse
function of f $. Then it follows that
:
AnB




where e(u)=e2?iu for real u, and " indicates that the terms corresponding
to m=f $(A), resp. m=f $(B) are weighted with the factor 12 . The implied
O-constant depends at most on C and on the constants implied in the order
symbols in the suppositions.
To prove Lemma 2, let us first state the following result.
Lemma 3. Let F (w) be a real-valued function with continuous derivates
up to the fourth order on the interval [A, B]. Let L and U be real
parameters not less than 1 such that B&A  L,
F ( j)(w)<<UL1&j for w # [A, B], j=1, 2, 3, 4,
and, for some C>0,
F"(w)CUL&1 for w # [A, B] .





























Proof of Lemma 3. For A<c<B, this is explicitely contained in
Lemma 3.4 of Graham and Kolesnik [4]. The case c=B can be reduced
to c=A by the substitution w  A+B&w. Finally, to deal with the case
c=A, it suffices to have a close look at the proof of Lemma 3.4 in [4]:
here F is approximated by its quadratic Taylor expansion q(w) at the
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stationary point c. If c=A, the integral BA e(q(w)) dw can be evaluated by








The ingenious estimation of the remainder integral then works exactly as
in [4].
Proof of Lemma 2. Again by [4, Lemma 3.5] (after taking conjugates),
:
AnB






e( f (w)&mw) dw+O(log(1+U)) .
To each of the integrals on the right-hand side we apply Lemma 3. (The
first and last one are estimated by the first derivative test to O(1).) The














( f $(B)&f $(A)+1)
<<log (1+U) .
Lemma 4. Let s, t, u, v be natural numbers with s>t, u>v and
Vq(s, t)&Vq(u, v){0.
Then we have
|Vq(s, t)&Vq(u, v)|>>M&} ,
where M=max(s, u), }=q&1+k(k&1)4 and the implied >>constant
depends at most on k.
Proof. By the mean value theorem we have
Vq(s, t)q&Vq(u, v)q<<Mq&1 |Vq(s, t)&Vq(u, v)| . (2.1)
The left-hand side of (2.1) can be written as
L :=a1r&b1r&c1r+d1r{0,
with natural numbers a=sk, b=tk, c=uk, d=vk, and r :=k&1. Consider
the field extension
F=Q(a1r, b1r, c1r, d1r, e2?ir) .
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The corresponding Galois group G=Gal(FQ) contains at most r5
elements / . It is clear that
} ‘/ # G /(L)}1,
since the left-hand side is the modulus of the norm of a nonzero algebraic







which establishes Lemma 4.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We use | to denote an arbitrary small positive quantity, which need not
be the same at each occurence and which depends at most on k. * is a fixed
sufficiently large positive real number. The constants implied in the sym-
bols <<, >>, O and  may depend on k. By <<* , >>* , O* , * we mean
that the implied constants depend on k and *. We use = (*) to denote a
positive quantity, which need not be the same at each occurence, and
which tends to zero for *  . We start from formula (5) of Kra tzel [13],
with a slight change of notation,




(&(nk&tk)1k) , Sf (t)= :
1n$t
\tf \nt++ ,
with (w)=w&[w]& 12 throughout, and
*k&(*&$)k=1. (3.2)
Hence $=$(*)  0 as *  . The function f is for w>0 implicitly defined
by
(w+f (w))k&( f (w))k=1, f (w)>0,
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which converges on some interval 0<w=, =>0. As a consequence,
| f (r)(w) |  w&r&1(k&1) (3.3)
for any fixed r # N0 and sufficiently small w. (See formulae (3.1), (3.2) of
Nowak [21].)
In what follows, let T be sufficiently large and t # [T, 2T ]. In Sg(t) we





, for j=1, 2, ..., J,












n # Nj (t)
*H (&(nk&tk)1k) , (3.4)
with *H (w) defined as in Lemma 1.
We will prove the following Proposition. Applying Cauchy’s inequality
and summing over T=X2, X4, ..., our theorem readily follows.












|Sf (t)| 2 dt=O(=(*) T 2)+O*(T 2&|) ,
with Ck defined as in (1.9).
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n # Nj (t)
cos(&2?h(nk&tk)1k)+
2
dt+O* (T 2&|) .
By Cauchy’s inequality, it thus suffices to show that there exists a constant
c0>1 such that, for T sufficiently large and 0jJ,














We transform each of the inner trigonometric sums over n by Lemma 2,
with [A, B]=[Nj+1, Nj], (1jJ), resp. Lemma 3 for [A, B]=[N1, N0]
and
G(w)=&h(wk&tk )1k.
For 1jJ, we note that




Calculating derivatives, we get
G(1)(w)=&hwk&1(wk&tk)&1+1k ,
G(2)(w)=h(k&1) tkwk&2 (wk&tk)&2+1k  hT&12 jq(2&1k) ,
G(3)(w)=&h(k&1) tkwk&3 (wk&tk)&3+1k ((k&2) tk+(k+1) wk)
 hT&22jq(3&1k) ,
G(4)(w)=h(k&1) tkwk&4 (wk&tk)&4+1k
_((k&2)(k&3) t2k+(k+1)(k+2) w2k+(k+1)(4k&7) wktk)
 hT&32jq(&4+1k) .
One easily verifies that the conditions of Lemma 2, resp. Lemma 3 are
satisfied, with Lj=T2&jq and Uj=h2j for (1jJ), resp. L0=T (*&
(1&2&q)&1k) and U0=2h. We note that in view of (3.6) G$(Nj) and
G$(Nj+1) are integers for 1jJ. We may thus apply Lemma 2, resp.
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Lemma 3 to conclude by a straightforward calculation that, for 0jJ
and Tt2T,
:






m # Mj (h)
wg(m, h) e(&tVq(m, h))+O*( j+log h) , (3.7)
where
Mj (h)=[&G$(Nj), &G$(Nj+1)] ,
and
wg(m, h)=(q&1)12 h(q+1)2n(q&2)2Vq(m, h)&q+12.
Therefore, using the real part of (3.7), we obtain
Ij (T )<<* I*j (T )+T (logT )4 , (3.8)
with









m # Mj (h)
wg(m, h)
- h
e (&tVq(m, h)) .
To estimate the integral in (3.9) we follow the proof of Nowak [21]. We
split up the domain of summation over h into dyadic subintervals: Let
Hi=]Hi+1, Hi], H i=
H
2i
, i=0, 1, ..., I,









H=i } :h # Hi Sh(t) }
2
,
with some fixed =>0 sufficiently small.
In what follows, we write u=(u1, u2), v=(v1, v2) for elements of Z2, and
put
Ui, j :=[(m, h) : h # Hi , m # Mj (h)] .
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u, v # Ui, j




e(&t(Vq(u)&Vq(v))) dt } .
Recalling G$(Nj)=&h2j for 1jJ, and G$(N0)=g$(*) h, we conclude
that u=(u1, u2) # Ui, j implies that














u # Ui, j
\ :v :Vq(v)Vq(u)min \T,
1
Vq(u)&Vq(v)++ . (3.11)





jqHi logT+2(2q+1) j3H23i T+2
&(q&1) j2H12i T
12;
see Nowak [21, formula (3.32)] and below. Inserting this into (3.11), and
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Therefore,
I*j (T )<<* T 1+=+T 116&|2&j(3k&3)+T 43&|2&(3q&1) j2.
In view of (3.8) this proves (3.5) and therefore part (i) of the Proposition.
Proof of (ii). We insert (3.4) and the definition of *H ( } ) into the left-
hand side of (ii), transform the inner sums over n by Lemma 2 for 1jJ,









t(S*h (t))2 dt+O(T 32 (log T )3) , (3.12)
where
S*h (t) := :$




cos \2?tVq(m, h)+?4+ ,
and H=[T 12+|], anticipating that the first term of (3.12) is bounded by
O(T 2). The domain of summation is given by
D*(T) :=[(h, m) # N2 :1hH, &g$(*) hm&G$(NJ)] ,
where &g$(*)>1 and &g$(*)  1 for *  . $ indicates that the terms
corresponding to &g$(*) h=m are weighted with the factor 12 .
For a large real parameter M, we define the set
B*(M) :=[(h, m) # N2 :&g$(*) hm, Vq(m, h)M] ,
such that B*(M)/D*(T ). We write the sum S*h (t) as
{ :$
(h, m) # B*(M)
+ :$
Vq(m, h)>M
(h, m) # D*(T )





In what follows we choose
M=T |. (3.13)




t(72(t))2 dt . (3.14)
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Repeating the proof of (3.9) above, with Sh(T ) replaced by 72(t), we con-




t \ :h # Hi 72(t)+
2
dt
<<* T log T+2&j(3k&3)H&13i T
2+2&(3q&1) j2H&12i T
32




Therefore, (3.14) is <<* T 2&|.
By (3.12) and the CauchySchwarz inequality, this implies that, again










t(71(t))2 dt+O*(T 2&|) .
The next step is to get rid of Vaaler’s smoothing factors {( } ), i.e., to
approximate 71(t) by
7(t):= :$
(h, m) # B*(M)
wg(m, h)
h32
cos \2?tVq(m, h)+?4 + .
In view of the Taylor expansion {(x)=1+O(x2) for x  0, and the
estimate
:$








since Vq(m, h)>>* m for (h, m) # B*(M), it follows that
7(t)&71(t)<<* T&1+|.









t(7(t))2 dt+O*(T 2&|) . (3.16)
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Next we define the sets
B :=N2 & [(w1, w2) : w1+1w2]
and
B* :=N
2 & [(w1, w2) :&g$(*) w1w2].
Let us write u for pairs of natural numbers (u1, u2) and u for (u2 , u1).
Squaring out (7(t))2 and using the elementary formula








u, v # B
W(u, v)
S1(T; *) := :
Vq(u )=Vq(v )




u, v # B>B*
W(u, v)
S3(t, T; *) := :
Vq(u ){Vq(v )
u, v # B*(M)
W(u, v) cos (2?t(Vq(u )&Vq(v )))
S4(t, T; *) := :
u, v # B*(M)
W(u, v) cos \2?t(Vq(u )+Vq(v ))+?2+ ,
with
W(u, v)=(u1u2v1v2)&1+q2 (Vq(u )Vq(v ))&q+12.
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We will show that the main term in the left-hand side of (3.16) comes from




(u1u2v1v2)&1+q2 (Vq(u ) Vq(v ))&q+12
T
|Vq(u )&Vq(v )|
<<* T 2&| ,




t cos (2?t(Vq(u )&Vq(v ))) dt<<
T
|Vq(u )&Vq(v ) |
<<* TM} ,
}=q&1+k(k&1)4, by Lemma 4 and the fact that Vq(m, h)M implies
that h, m<<* M for (h, m) # B*(M). The contribution of S4(t, T; *) is
clearly not more than this. To deal with the contribution of S1(T, *), S2(*),




(u1u2 v1v2)&1+q2 (Vq(u )Vq(v ))&q+12.
For u, v, # B, the condition Vq(u )=Vq(v ) is satisfied if and only if either
(u1, u2)=(v1, v2) or u1, u2, v1, v2 all have the same maximal (k&1)-free
divisor r, say, i.e.,
u1=ak&1r, u2=bk&1r, v1=ck&1r, v2=d k&1r,
with a, b, c, d, r # N satisfying a<b, c<d and bk&ak=d k&ck. This
follows from the fact that the (k&1)-th roots of distinct (k&1)-free












_(Vq (bk&1, ak&1) Vq (d k&1, ck&1))&q+12,
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since Vq (u2 , u1)=rVq (bk&1, ak&1). To estimate the contribution of R1(N),
we write u2=u1+h with h # N, and differ between the cases k4 resp.























To estimate R2(N) we differ the cases k=3, k=4, and k5. In the first
two cases we use for s, t # N, st+1
Vq (sk&1, tk&1)=(sk&tk)1q




a, b, c, d
(abcd) (k&1)(&1+q2) r&3(abcd) (k&1)2q(&q+12).
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and for s, t # N, st+1,













We therefore conclude that
R(N)<<N&|. (3.17)
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t td==(*) T 2,
which completes the proof of (ii).
Proof of (iii). For given *, let $ be defined by (3.2). For what follows,
let T be sufficiently large and t # [T, 2T]. We split up the domain of sum-
mation into subintervals Nj=[Nj+1 , Nj], where N0=$t, Nj=$j t and $j is
implicitly defined by
f $($j)=&2j([&f $($)]+1) , (3.18)
for j=1, ..., J with J minimal such that 2&Jq([&f $($)]+1)<T&12&|.
Thus
2Jq * T 12+|. (3.19)





n # Nj (t)
 \tf \nt+++O(logT)+O*(T 12&|).
We employ Lemma 1 with H=[T 12+|] to approximate ( } ) by an
exponential sum. As a consequence of Lemma 1, there exist a complex-






















n # Nj (t)
#(h, H) e \htf \nt++}
2
dt+O*(T 2&|4&jq) .
With any fixed =>0, Cauchy’s inequality implies that
|
2T




n # Nj (t)





2=jIj (T ) ,
where
Ij (T ) :=|
2T
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To transform the exponential sum in (3.21) we apply Lemma 2 with
[A, B]=[Nj+1 , Nj ], Uj=h2j([&f $($)]+1) for (1jJ), resp. Lemma 3
with [A, B]=[N1 , N0], U0=| f $($)| and
F (w)=htf \nt+ .
We note that in view of (3.18) F $(Nj) and F$(Nj+1) are integers and
Nj&Nj+1 * 2&jqT. By (3.3), one easily verifies that the conditions of
these Lemmas are satisfied. We conclude that, for Tt2T
:
n # Nj (t)





m # Mj (h)
wf (m, h) e(&tVf (m, h))+O*(j+log h) ,
where
V(m, h) :=Vq(m, m&h)=(mq&(m&h)q)1q,
Mj (h)=[&hf $($j ), &hf $($j+1)],
and
wf (n, h)  \hn+
(12)(1+1q)
,
















Following the proof in Nowak [21], we split up the range of summation
over h into dyadic subintervals: Let
Hi=]Hi+1 , Hi], H i=
H
2 i
, i=0, 1, ..., I,
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H=i Ii, j (T ) (3.23)
with
Ii, j (T )=|
2T
T } :h # Hi Sh(t) }
2
dt,
and some fixed =>0 sufficiently small.
In what follows, we write u=(u1, u2), v=(v1, v2) for elements of Z2, and
put
Ui, j :=[(m, h) :h # Hi , m # Mj (h)].
Squaring and integrating term by term, we get
Ii, j (T )<< :
u, v # Ui, j




e(t(V(u)&V(v))) } dt. (3.24)
Recalling F$(Nj)=&h2j([&f $($)]+1) for 1jJ and F$(N0)=f $($) h,
we conclude that u=(u1, u2) # Ui, j implies that
u2  H i , ui  2 jHi *k, (3.25)





<<(2j*k)1q Hi logT+(2j*k)13 H23i T+(2
j*k) (12)(1+1q)H12i T
12 .
See Nowak [21, formulae (3.16)] below, and replace formula (3.17) of
Nowak [21] with formula (3.25). Inserting this into (3.24), and noting that
there are at most O(H2i 2
j*k) lattice points in Ui, j , we obtain
Ii, j (T )<<(2 j*k)&(1+1q)H&3i :
u # Ui, j
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Therefore,
Ij (T )<<T 1+=+(2j*k)&(1q&13)T 2+(2j*k) (1&1q)2T 32.







n # Nj (t)
 \ f \nt+++
2
dt<<*&k(1q&13)T 2+(2*k)J((q&1)2+=)T 32.
In view of (3.19),
2j((q&1)2+=)<<2J(12&12q+=)<<T (12+|)(14+=),
since 1q32, which completes the proof of part (iii) of the Proposition.
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